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1 Introduction 

1.1 Overview 

A Transportation Impact Assessment (TIA) assesses the potential effects of 
travel demand generated by a proposed development on the transportation 
system and identifies improvement measures to mitigate anticipated impacts. 
These technical studies serve an important role in the development review 
and approval process and support the Town of Saugeen Shores’ goal of 
promoting a high quality, efficient, safe, and integrated transportation 
network. 

A TIA helps the Town evaluate the merits and implications of a proposed 
development from a transportation perspective. The Town will review the 
study to assess whether: 

 The proposed development can be well-integrated with the existing 
and planned transportation networks; 

 The transportation system can function safely and efficiently with the 
proposed development, after considering, if necessary, improvement 
measures to be secured/identified in conjunction with the proposal; 
and 

 The proposed development can be phased, if necessary, to coincide 
with the implementation of the identified improvement measures, 
thereby ensuring transportation supply and demand are balanced 
over time. 

1.2 Purpose and Applicability 

The Town of Saugeen Shores has prepared these Transportation Impact 
Assessment Guidelines to outline the process and structure for preparing a 
TIA. By following these guidelines, the TIA will evaluate the effects of a 
proposed development on the transportation system in a rational manner and 
utilize assumptions consistent with the Town’s accepted methodologies. 

This document outlines general guidelines for the preparation of a TIA for 
submission to the Town. There may be instances where the guidelines and 
typical study assumptions may not be applicable to certain locations or 
specific types of developments. It should be recognized that the purpose of 
this document, as noted above, is to provide a framework for the preparation 
of a TIA and shall not be substituted for good transportation engineering 
judgement. 

1.3 Pre-Consultation and Qualifications 

Prior to commencing work, transportation consultants are strongly 
encouraged to contact the Town (by e-mail) to confirm the need for a TIA (per 
Section 2.1) and if required, establish data requirements, analysis 
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assumptions and the scope of work (see Table 2.2). Consulting with the 
municipality in advance can help to avoid potential delays and additional work 
(and cost). 

It is the applicant’s responsibility to retain a qualified transportation consultant 
to complete the TIA. Unless explicitly permitted by the Town, the 
transportation consultant must be a registered Professional Engineer in the 
Province of Ontario with specific training in transportation planning and traffic 
engineering and several years of experience related to preparing TIAs. 

1.4 Data Collection 

The transportation consultant must provide copies of all data assembled for 
the TIA in digital format. The data required for the TIA may be available from 
the Town, County and/or MTO. The transportation consultant should contact 
the applicable agency at project commencement to request available 
information. If possible, the Town prefers the use of data supplied by 
agencies to other independent sources. 

In many instances, original data collection will be required to update base 
information (e.g. traffic counts older than two years or other appropriate time 
period) and/or address data gaps. The applicant will need to gather this 
information at their own cost. The transportation consultant should confirm 
the scope and schedule for the data collection program before commencing 
field studies (preferably during pre-consultation), particularly proposed survey 
locations, time periods and dates and collection methods. 
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2 Requirements 

2.1 Need to Complete a Transportation Impact Assessment 

The Town may request a Transportation Impact Assessment (TIA) with any 
development application requiring approval pursuant to the Planning Act. The 
need to complete a TIA is assessed based on the following three criteria: 

 Trip Generation of the proposed development; 
 Location of the subject lands, and/or 
 Operational or Safety concerns on the road network. 

The initial step in determining the need to complete a TIA is to estimate the 
anticipated travel demand generated by the proposed development. 
Section 3.10 provides guidance on the calculation of site generated traffic 
volumes (development trips). 

Table 2.1 defines the Trip Generation thresholds applied in determining the 
need for a TIA and the type of report required based on the volume of site 
generated traffic. There are two types of TIAs, which differ based on the 
required scope of work (see Table 2.2): 

 Traffic Impact Brief and Safety Plan for developments expected to 
generate relatively low traffic volumes (typically smaller in size); and 

 Comprehensive Transportation Impact Study for developments 
expected to generate more significant traffic volumes (typically larger 
in size and more complex). 

TABLE 2.1: TRIP GENERATION THRESHOLDS 

Volume of Site Generated Traffic (vph – peak hour vehicle trips) 

No Assessment Traffic Impact Brief 
and Safety Plan 

Comprehensive 
Transportation Impact 

Study 

0 – 25 vph 25 – 100 vph > 100 vph 
 
The Town may still require the preparation of a more detailed 
Comprehensive Transportation Impact Study for a proposed 
development that does not exceed the Trip Generation threshold (i.e. 
generates 100 peak hour vehicle trips or less) but satisfies the Location 
and/or Operational or Safety criteria. If either of these criteria are met, a 
TIA must be prepared to assess access to the subject site and localized 
operational and/or safety issues. 

The Location conditions that may trigger a TIA regardless of the number of 
vehicle trips generated by the proposed development include: 
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 Areas designated for more intense development; 
 Potential for changes to intersection traffic control on a Town 

roadway; 
 Developments with proposed drive-through facilities (to demonstrate 

adequate queue storage is being provided on-site); or 
 Developments expected to serve as a regional destination (e.g. 

recreation, commercial or entertainment facility). 

The Operational or Safety concerns that may trigger a TIA regardless of the 
number of vehicle trips generated include: 

 Operating speeds of the adjacent roadway exceeding 80 km/h; 
 Limited sight distances; 
 Existing traffic experiencing significant delay, long queues or 

approaching roadway capacity; 
 Driveway(s) within 200 metres of a signalized intersection; 
 Proposed land use significantly different from existing land use; 
 High percentage of truck traffic; 
 Close to existing entrances that may create turning movement 

conflicts; 
 Within or close to tapers of additional lanes of traffic; and 
 Close to an existing intersection. 

If none of the criteria are met, no TIA is required. 

As noted in Section 1.3, the applicant is strongly encouraged to confirm the 
need for and type of TIA with the Town prior to commencing work. The onus 
is on the applicant to demonstrate that a (more detailed) TIA would not be 
required if the criteria are met or the Town identifies the need for a report. 

2.2 Scope of Work 

The Scoping Checklist provided in Table 2.2 outlines the typical requirements 
for each type of TIA. Chapter 3 explains the requirements in greater detail. 
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TABLE 2.2: TRANSPORTATION IMPACT ASSESSMENT SCOPING CHECKLIST 

Report Element Chapter 3 
Reference 

Type of TIA 
Traffic Impact 

Brief and Safety 
Plan 

Comprehensive 
Transportation 
Impact Study1 

Trip Generation Threshold 
(Peak Hour Vehicle Trips)  25 – 100 > 100 

Executive Summary 3.1   

Introduction 3.2   

Description of Development 3.3   

Study Area 3.4   

Analysis Periods 3.5   

Existing Transportation Network: 3.6   

Site Visit Observations 3.7   

Horizon Years 3.8   

Future Background Conditions: 3.9   

Development Trips: 3.10   

Future Total Conditions: 3.11   

Traffic Impact Assessment 3.12   

Safety Analysis 3.13   

Access Review: 3.14   

Site Circulation Review 3.15   

Walking and Cycling Considerations 3.16   

Findings and Recommendations 3.17   
 

Legend and Notes: 

 Required 

 May be required (determined on a case-by-case basis) 
1 A more detailed Comprehensive Transportation Impact Study may still be required for a 

proposed development that does not exceed the Trip Generation threshold (i.e. generates 
100 peak hour person trips or less) but satisfies the Location and/or Operation or Safety 
criteria.  
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As noted in Section 1.3, the transportation consultant should confirm the 
scope of work with the Town before commencing the TIA. Any deviations 
from the Scoping Checklist provided in Table 2.2 should be documented and 
sent to the Town for confirmation in writing (by e-mail). Town staff will be 
relying on the Scoping Checklist when reviewing the report for completeness. 
If required elements are not included without a detailed explanation in the 
document, the submitted TIA may be considered incomplete and returned to 
the transportation consultant for revision. 

2.3 Requirements of Other Jurisdictions 

In addition to the requirements outlined herein for preparation and submission 
of TIAs to the Town of Saugeen Shores, the transportation consultation 
should also contact Bruce County, adjacent municipalities and/or MTO if the 
proposed development could impact roads under their respective 
jurisdictions. 

To the extent possible, the Town has based these guidelines on the 
September 2014 version of the MTO Transportation Impact Study Guidelines, 
recognizing that applicants may be required to submit TIAs to both the Town 
and the Ministry for certain development proposals. 

2.4 Tools and Methods 

The Town will accept the following tools and methods for intersection 
operational analysis: 

 Highway Capacity Software based on the procedures of the Highway 
Capacity Manual (HCM); 

 Synchro software using HCM outputs; 
 Microsimulation software (e.g. Vissim, Paramics, SimTraffic); and 
 Roundabout analysis software (e.g. Rodel, Arcady, Sidra, etc.). 

The latest version of the software should be used, where applicable. 

All input parameters and assumptions should be clearly documented and 
confirmed to comply with the Town’s standards and current practices. 
Appendix A lists typical, recommended input parameters for conducting 
intersection capacity analysis using Synchro. It should be noted that these 
parameters may change over time. The transportation consultant should 
contact the Town and/or check the Town’s website to ensure the most current 
values are being used before commencing analysis. 

2.5 Documentation and Reporting 

The TIA report will consist of a main document and technical appendices. 
The appendices should include all assumptions used in the analysis 
concerning lane configuration/use, pedestrian activity, saturation flows, traffic 
signal cycle length, phasing and timing, utilization of the inter-green phase 
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and other relevant parameters. Copies of detailed software output results can 
be attached for this purpose. 

The TIA report should adhere to the structure set out in Table 2.2. Following 
this structure will simplify review, discussion, and communication. Relevant 
figures, graphs and tables should be placed adjacent to the relevant text. 

The applicant shall provide one digital PDF copy of the final TIA report 
and technical appendices to the Town of Saugeen Shores for review. 
The Town reserves the right to request one or more hard copies of the 
submission and/or the digital files from the analysis at the applicant’s 
expense. 

The TIA and all related information submitted to the Town is within the public 
domain and subject to the provisions of the Municipal Freedom of Information 
and Protection of Privacy Act. 

2.6 Revisions, Updates and Lifespan 

Should the Town deem the data and/or analyses used in the TIA inadequate, 
the report may be returned to the transportation consultant for revisions 
and/or directed for technical (peer) review by an expert appointed by the 
Town at the applicant’s expense. In response, the applicant will be required 
to: 

 Address any study issues or deficiencies as identified in the Town’s 
review; and 

 Depending on the extent of the review comments from the Town, 
submit a revised or addendum report identifying how the issues and 
deficiencies have been or are to be addressed. 

Pending receipt and subsequent acceptance of a revised or addendum 
report, favourable comment on the development proposal will be withheld by 
the Town. To avoid potential delays and additional work caused by inaccurate 
or inappropriate data or assumptions, the transportation consultant is strongly 
encouraged to contact the Town before commencing the TIA. 

If the applicant revises the development application prior to receiving 
approval, the transportation consultant must submit a revised or addendum 
report updating the transportation analysis based on the new proposal. The 
transportation consultant should contact the Town prior to commencing the 
update to (re)confirm the assumptions, scope of work and type of report. 

Generally, a TIA will have a “shelf-life” of five years. Major changes within the 
study area may reduce the “life” of the document if they were not considered 
in the impact assessment. Where the timing of subsequent development 
approvals exceeds five years, a new study will generally be required. 
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3 Report Outline 

3.1 Executive Summary 

Provide an executive summary outlining the proposed development, including 
location, statistics, phasing, type of land use(s) and other background 
information to help the reviewer understand the context of the plan, 
study/analysis process, key findings and recommendations, and 
implementation plan for the recommendations. 

3.2 Introduction  

Include an introduction identifying/describing the applicant, site location with a 
map or plan, type of application, scope of work and acknowledgement of pre-
consultation, with a summary of any comments provided by the Town and 
other review agencies. 

3.3 Description of Development 

Provide a suitable scale plan of the proposed development showing 
structures, parking, access, and site circulation. 

Describe the proposed development location and land uses. 

Detail the total building size and the size of individual land use components 
expressed in units related to transportation analysis. 

Identify the planned phasing and timing of the proposed development and 
anticipated dates of full and interim occupancy. 

Detailed the proposed access points and type of access. 

3.4 Study Area  

Describe the study area using a combination of maps, figures, and text, 
including but not limited to the site location, land use, type of the 
surroundings and subject development lands. The study area should 
comprise the existing and proposed access location(s) should extend far 
enough (within reason) to contain all Town, County, and MTO roads that will 
be noticeably affected by site generated traffic volumes 

3.5 Analysis Periods 

Identify the analysis periods based on trip generation characteristics of the 
proposed land use(s) and existing traffic conditions. Refer to Table 3.1 for 
typical peak periods based on type of land use. 
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TABLE 3.1: TYPICAL PEAK PERIODS FOR ANALYSIS 

Type of Land Use AM 
Peak 

PM 
Peak 

Weekend/ 
Saturday 

Site 
Specific 

Residential (e.g. single 
family, townhouse, 
apartments, senior homes) 

Yes Yes No No 

Commercial (Retail) (e.g. 
shopping centre, 
restaurant, specialty store, 
supermarket) 

No Yes Yes No 

Employment (e.g. business 
park, industrial park, office, 
warehouse) 

Yes Yes No No 

Institutional (e.g. school, 
church, banquet hall, 
community centre) 

- - - Yes 

Mixed Use (e.g. ground 
floor retail and apartments 
above) 

Yes Yes Yes No 

 

3.6 Existing Transportation Network 

Describe the existing transportation system, including road jurisdiction, road 
classification, lane configurations, speed limits, intersection configurations, 
intersection controls, active transportation facilities and restrictions in the 
study area using a combination of maps, figures, and text. 

Summarize existing traffic volumes and turning movements, including 
pedestrians, cyclists, and heavy vehicles, for intersection(s) and driveway(s) 
within the study area based on the most recent traffic counts available from 
the Town, County and MTO. Conduct new counts if necessary (to be 
confirmed through pre-consultation with the Town). 

Prepare figures showing existing traffic volumes for each analysis period. 

Analyze and describe existing intersection operations using current signal 
timing parameters for signalized intersections and summarize the 
performance results in a table. The summary should include v/c ratios, LOS, 
average vehicle delays and queue lengths for overall intersection operations 
and individual critical movements (as appropriate). 

Identify potential improvement measures to mitigate any existing operational 
concerns. Any proposed changes to existing conditions (if necessary) should 
be documented and approved by the Town before being used in analysis 
referencing the “Existing” scenario. Summarize the performance results with 
improvement measures in a table (if appropriate). 
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3.7 Site Visit Observations 

Conduct a site visit during peak periods to observe and document existing 
conditions pertaining to site operation, local road network, access 
arrangements, local area travel patterns and general traffic operations.  

Verify that traffic volumes through study area intersections reflect actual 
demand. 

3.8 Horizon Years 

Select the horizon year(s) for analysis. Future transportation conditions for 
the opening year of the development and five years after the development 
opening. Separate analysis for each major phase in a multi-phase 
development should typically be carried out in five-year intervals. Note that 
MTO may require analysis for additional horizon years. 

3.9 Future Background Conditions 

Estimate general background traffic growth rates at a corridor level (by road) 
through regression analysis of historical volumes if data is available. The 
Town may prescribe a nominal growth rate (e.g. 2% per annum) in cases 
where historical data is not available. 

List all significant developments under construction, already approved or in 
the application process within the study area likely to be built out by the 
specified horizon years. Estimate the traffic generated by these 
developments and assign to the transportation network. 

Estimate future background traffic volumes by applying the proposed growth 
rate to existing volumes and adding traffic generated by other planned 
developments Prepare figures showing the volumes for each horizon year 
and analysis period. 

Analyze and describe future background intersection operations for each 
horizon year and analysis period using current signal timing parameters for 
signalized intersections and summarize the performance results in a table. 
The summary should include v/c ratios, LOS, average vehicle delays and 
queue lengths for overall intersection operations and individual critical 
movements (as appropriate). 

3.10 Development Trips 

Estimate vehicle trips generated by the proposed development based on one 
of the following methodologies: 

 Trip generation surveys of similar developments in Saugeen Shores; 
 “First principles” calculations of anticipated trips to/from the proposed 

development; 
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 Trip generation rates (or equations) selected from the latest edition of 
the ITE Trip Generation Manual or another technical source from ITE; 
and 

 Other transportation studies from the area or similar communities. 

Where appropriate, deduct pass-by trips making an intermediate stop at the 
subject site and/or reduce the site-generated traffic to account for synergy (or 
internal capture) within a mixed-use development based on methodologies in 
the ITE Trip Generation Handbook. 

Summarize the trips generated by the proposed development in a table by 
land use, including trip generation rates and/or equations used to estimate 
the traffic volumes. 

Estimate distribution of site-generated vehicle trips by cardinal direction (i.e. 
north, south, east, and west). Assumptions for trip distribution should be 
supported by origin-destination surveys, existing or anticipated travel 
patterns, census data, population, and employment forecasts and/or market 
studies. 

Summarize origin/destination and percent distribution in a table. 

Assign the site-generated vehicle trips to the intersection(s) and driveway(s) 
for each analysis period, considering logical routings, current and projected 
roadway capacities, and travel times. 

Prepare figures showing the assignment of site-generated volumes to the 
transportation network and pass-by traffic (if applicable) to adjacent roads for 
each analysis period. 

Document all assumptions and adjustments, referencing available research 
and surveys where applicable. Deviations from recommended values must be 
noted and justified. 

3.11 Future Total Conditions  

Derive future total traffic volumes for the intersections and driveway(s) by 
adding the future background volumes and site trip assignment. 

Prepare figures showing the volumes for each analysis period. 

Analyze and describe future total intersection operations for each horizon 
year and analysis period using current signal timing parameters for signalized 
intersections and summarize the performance results in a table. The 
summary should include v/c ratios, LOS, average vehicle delays and queue 
lengths for overall intersection operations and individual critical movements 
(as appropriate). 
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3.12 Traffic Impact Assessment 

The following criteria define critical movements and intersections: 

 For signalized intersections and driveway locations: 

• v/c ratios for overall intersection operations, through movements 
or shared through/turning movements that operate at 0.85 or 
greater; 

• v/c ratios for exclusive movements that operate at 0.90 or greater; 
or 

• The estimated 95th percentile queue length for an individual 
movement exceeds the available turning lane storage. 

 For unsignalized intersections and driveway locations: 

• Level of service based on average delay per vehicle on individual 
movements is LOS E or greater; or  

• The estimated 95th percentile queue length for an individual 
movement exceeds the available queue storage. 

Identify required modifications and improvements to mitigate projected 
“critical” movements at the driveway(s) for future total traffic volumes.  

For all “critical” intersections, determine the contribution of the proposed 
development to the forecast condition, identify possible remedial measures, 
recommend a solution, and assess the effectiveness of the solution towards 
resolving the situation. 

Analyze and describe future total intersection operations for each analysis 
period with the improvement measures. Optimize signal timing splits within 
the existing cycle length to provide the best possible traffic operations for all 
movements. Summarize the performance results in a table. The summary 
should include v/c ratios, LOS, average vehicle delays and queue lengths for 
overall intersection operations and individual critical movements (as 
appropriate). 

3.13 Safety Analysis 

Complete a safety analysis to assess the impact of the proposed 
development on the adjacent road network and recommend potential 
mitigation measures. Depending on input received from the Town through 
pre-consultation, the analysis could range from a detailed examination of 
collision history for locations known to exhibit safety concerns to a basic 
consideration of typical safety-related factors such as, but not limited to the 
following: 

 Conflict areas where vulnerable road users (pedestrians and cyclists) 
are at risk; 

 Weaving and merging on the roadway; 
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 Non-local traffic infiltration in residential areas; and  
 Conflicts and safety issues specifically related to truck movements. 

3.14 Access Review 

Evaluate sight distance at each access based on the latest version of the 
Transportation Association of Canada Geometric Design Guide for Canadian 
Roads. Note any geometric elements that may restrict visibility. 

Review queue lengths to ensure adequate storage on-site and within 
exclusive turn lanes. Configure accesses to provide adequate ingress and 
egress lanes, clear throat length, corner radii and vehicle storage. 

Assess the need for exclusive left- and/or right-turn lanes at proposed access 
locations based on the warrants in the Ministry of Transportation Ontario 
(MTO) Design Supplement for TAC Geometric Design Guide for Canadian 
Roads – June 2017. Adequate spacing should be provided between access 
points to avoid potential turn lane overlaps. 

Provide a pavement marking and signage plan for the roadway(s) along the 
frontage of the proposed development showing both existing and proposed 
lane markings and traffic control devices. 

Evaluate the need for traffic control signals, all-way stop control and/or other 
traffic control devices at proposed access locations based on the warrant 
criteria specified in OTM Book 12 – Traffic Control Signals. 

Consider the installation of roundabouts in parallel with analysis for all-way 
stops and signals. Appendix B provides a Roundabout Screening Tool. 

Examine the potential for turning movement conflicts within the road right-of-
way. 

3.15 Site Circulation Review  

Evaluate on-site parking and internal circulation systems to ensure adequate 
manoeuverability for design vehicles, sight distances at internal intersections, 
and clear throat distances to avoid possible queuing onto public roads. 

Where appropriate, analyze and describe future total operations for on-site 
intersections for each analysis period. Summarize the performance results in 
a table. The summary should include v/c ratios, LOS, average vehicle delays 
and queue lengths for overall intersection operations and individual critical 
movements (as appropriate). 

Demonstrate emergency vehicle access and circulation within the site, 
including the explicit designation of fire routes. 

Evaluate proposed truck/courier loading facilities and access to these 
facilities to ensure they are adequately sized and properly designed to not 
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impact traffic operations on public roads or interfere with pedestrian activity 
on site. 

Complete transport truck swept path analysis for developments that receive 
deliveries (e.g. gas stations) or expect trucks as customers (e.g. fuel or eating 
establishments). 

Identify locations for snow storage on site and assess potential implications 
for parking and access. 

3.16 Walking and Cycling Considerations  

Provide an on-site circulation system of walkways, paths and delineated 
routes for pedestrians and cyclists. Design the system to serve natural desire 
lines and minimize potential conflicts between vehicles, pedestrians, and 
cyclists. Connect the proposed development to existing off-site sidewalks, 
cycling facilities and trails. Address any gaps or missing links in the active 
transportation network within the study area. 

Ensure accessibility for persons with mobility limitations. 

Encourage pedestrian and cycling activity to and within the proposed 
development by: 

 Locating building entrances close to the street; 
 Providing protected bicycle parking at building entrances, secure bike 

storage and shower facilities within buildings; and 
 Providing shelter/relief for pedestrians from natural elements. 

Consider pedestrian and cyclist needs with any intersection improvements 
(e.g. signal timings). 

3.17 Findings and Recommendations  

Provide a summary of the key findings and recommendations of the TIA. 

Summarize impacts for all horizon years and analysis periods in a table. List 
proposed improvement measures to mitigate impacts in the table. Structure 
recommendations for improvements within appropriate time perspectives. 
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Attachment A 
Recommended Synchro Analysis Parameters 

GENERAL TIMING STANDARDS 
Optimum Cycle 
Length for Analysis 

90 to 120 seconds 

Maximum Cycle 
Length for Analysis 

130 seconds 

Minimum Green 
Time 

10 seconds for side street through movements. 
5 seconds for left-turn phases. 

Vehicle Clearance Must consist of amber and all-red display. Duration in accordance with Ontario 
Traffic Manual Book 12 (Traffic Signals). 

PEDESTRIAN PHASES 
Minimum Walk 
Time 

7 seconds 

Walking Speed 1.0 metres per second, or 0.8-0.9 metres per second if near high elderly 
population 

Pedestrian 
Clearance 

Must be adequate to allow crossing from curb to curb (including central 
medians). Includes vehicle clearance time in accordance with Ontario Traffic 
Manual Book 12 (Traffic Signals). 

Median Storage If centre median storage for pedestrians is provided, then the minimum walk 
time must be of adequate duration to allow a crossing from the curb to the far 
side of the median plus one lane. The pedestrian clearance interval must be of 
adequate duration to permit the longest crossing from the median to the curb. 
Use of the median for pedestrian refuge shall only be considered in consultation 
with the Town. 

AUXILIARY TURN LANE PHASING 
Overlap Left-Turn In cases where left-turn phasing is required for opposing left-turn movements 

and one of the movements is much heavier than the opposing, consideration 
should be given to early termination of the arrow indication for the lighter left-
turn movement to permit an earlier commencement of the conflicting through. 
Appropriate vehicle clearance displays must be provided for all left-turn phases. 
Proper account must be made for lost time resulting from these clearances. 

Protected Only 
Left- Turn Phasing 

Protected only left-turn phasing must be used when conditions are such that an 
undue hazard might result if permissive phasing were used. This is normally 
considered to be the case with a double left turn. 

Shared Lane 
Operation 

All movements permitted from a shared use lane must operate on the same 
signal phase. 

Dual Right/Left-
Turn Movements 

Conflicting pedestrian movements should not be permitted simultaneously with 
dual right/left-turn movements. Normally, dual right turns will also require 
signalization. 

Right/Left-Turn 
Arrows 

A right/left-turn arrow shall not be displayed at the same time a conflicting 
pedestrian movement is permitted. 
  

INTERSECTION SPACING AND MINIMUM STORAGE LENGTHS 
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Visibility As per the requirements of the Ontario Traffic Manual Book 12 (Traffic Signals), 
signalized intersection spacing must be determined based on posted speed, to 
ensure adequate visibility of the signal heads. 

Through Vehicle 
Storage Between 
Intersections 

Signalized intersections must be spaced to ensure that storage is available to 
accommodate 1.5 times the average number of vehicles arriving on each red 
indication during the heaviest hour (assuming an average vehicle length of 7 
metres). 

Storage Lane 
Lengths 

Left-turn storage lanes must be long enough to accommodate 1.5 times the 
average number of arrivals per cycle in the heaviest hour. Where double left-
turn lanes are in use, calculations should assume a 45%/55% distribution of 
traffic between the lanes. 

Right-turn storage lanes must be long enough to permit right-turning traffic to 
clear the maximum queue of through vehicles that is anticipated to accumulate 
during the red indication. 

All calculations must assume an average vehicle length of 7 metres. 

PARAMETERS FOR INTERSECTION ANALYSIS 
Link Speed Posted speed limit of the roadway 
Conflicting 
Pedestrians 

As identified in the TMC data 

Heavy Vehicle (%) As identified in the TMC data 
Saturation Flow 
Rate 

The maximum assumed ideal unadjusted saturation flow rate shall not exceed 
1900 passenger cars per hour of green per lane, unless a higher or lower rate 
can be justified by the transportation consultant through data. 

Peak Hour Factor Existing Conditions: 0.92 
Future Conditions: 0.92 

Analysis Period 15 minutes 
Area Type Other  
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Attachment B 
Roundabout Screening Tool 

The intent of this screening tool is to provide a relatively quick assessment of the merit of 
implementing a modern roundabout at an intersection in comparison to other appropriate forms of 
traffic control or road improvements, including auxiliary lanes, traffic control signals, all-way stop, 
etc. The tool is intended to assist in deciding whether to proceed to a more detailed Intersection 
Control Study to further investigate the feasibility of a roundabout. The checklist is based on the 
Region of Waterloo Roundabout Feasibility Initial Screening Tool. 

1. Project Name/File Number 

 

 

2. Intersection Location – Street/road names, distances from major intersections, etc. 

 

 

 
 

 

3. Brief Description of Intersection – Number of legs, lanes on each leg, total AADT, 
AADT on each road, etc. Attach or sketch diagram showing existing and horizon year 
turning movements. 

 

 

 

 

 

4. Are there any operational problems currently being experienced at this location? 
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5. Is it a new intersection or is it a retrofit of an existing intersection? If existing, what 
is the existing traffic control? 

 

 

 

6. Is the intersection in the vicinity of a railroad crossing or another intersection? If 
so, how close and what type of traffic control exists at the adjacent intersection? 
Will queues be a problem if they form? 

 

 

 

7. Is the intersection located within a corridor that is scheduled for improvements in 
the Capital Program? What are the ultimate cross-sections of the approach roads? 

 

 

 

 

 

8. If existing, what is the collision history of the intersection over the past five years? 
Is there a collision problem that needs to be addressed? 

 

 

 

 

 

9. Are persons with disabilities frequent users of this intersection? 
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10. What traditional road improvements are proposed for this intersection? – (e.g. 
traffic signals, all-way stop, auxiliary lanes, etc.). Please attach a sketch of the traditional 
road improvements. 

 

 

 

 

 

11. If traffic control signals are being considered, are warrants met for the horizon 
year? 

 

 

 

 

 

12. What size of roundabout should be considered for this intersection? 
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Estimate the 20-Year Life Cycle Cost: 

10-Year AADT:  

Injury Collision Cost (ICC)1:  

Discount Rate (i):  

 
TABLE C.1: 20-YEAR LIFE CYCLE COST COMPARISON 

Cost Item Other Traffic Control Roundabout 

Implementation Cost2 $ $ 

Injury Collision Cost (Present 
Value)3 $ $ 

Total Life Cycle Cost $ $ 

 
Notes: 
 

1. Follow the procedures documented in the Highway Safety Manual to estimate the ICC. 
 
2. Implementation Cost = Sum of costs for construction, property, utility relocations, 

illumination, engineering (20%), contingency (20%) and maintenance (5%) 
 
3. Present Value of 20 Year Injury Collision Cost = Expected annual collision frequency x 

ICC ((1 + i) 20-1) / i(1+i) 20 
 
 

Conclusions and Recommendations 
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